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Mobile WiFi is a newly emerging service in recent years, which provides convenience for users to access online resources
and increases revenues for operators via services such as advertisements and application promotions. However, in practice,
the prohibitively high system implementation and operational costs, especially the costs of perpetual data traffic, hinder
the further deployment of mobile WiFi services. In this paper, we present MIMU, a usage inference system for data traffic
saving suitable for ubiquitous mobile WiFi services. We demonstrate the performance of the system via an example from
the real-world nationwide edge computing mobile WiFi infrastructure. To address the impact of diverse user behaviors, we
investigate the WiFi network usage from the perspective of users and devices, focusing on two unique features of mobile
WiFi: user mobility regularity and access irregularity. In particular, we first design a deep learning-based two-dimension
usage predictor to infer the future mobile WiFi usage with 1) a user dimension model with temporal attention addressing
dominant users with heavy bus WiFi usage, and 2) a device dimension model with spatial attention addressing diverse WiFi
usage and connection. Based on the results of the predictor, an application of content caching is implemented in an iterative
fashion to save the data traffic. We evaluate MIMU by real-world bus WiFi system data sets of three major cities with 6,643
bus WiFi devices and 150k daily active users in total. Our results show that MIMU outperforms state-of-the-art methods in
terms of usage inference. Moreover, we summarize the lessons learned from our large-scale bus WiFi system investigation.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we are witnessing a rapid growth of mobile WiFi deployment and usage on public transportation
systems (e.g., subways, buses, and even airplanes) due to its convenience for passengers and potential commercial
values for service providers [22, 40]. For example, there were more than 100,000 WiFi devices deployed on urban
transit buses in China by 2015 [18], and it is expected more public transportation systems will offer WiFi within
a few years [1]. Besides, it is reported that there are more than 3.39 million unique users using WiFi on public
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transport in 9 European cities under the UK Government’s SuperConnected cities initiative [17]. As a promising
technology, mobile WiFi is beneficial for passengers, vehicular fleet companies, and mobile WiFi service providers.
Taking the bus system as an example: 1) for the bus passengers, bus WiFi enables them to access the Internet
more conveniently with a low-cost and high-quality service compared to cellular data plans [35]; 2) for the
bus company, it has the potential to improve bus passenger experience; 3) for the bus WiFi service providers,
personalized advertisements and app promotion can be cast based on user profiling, which may potentially
increase their revenues. Currently, there are many real-world bus WiFi systems, e.g., Google bus WiFi [2], New
York bus WiFi [6], and Shenzhen Huashi bus WiFi [15], and most of them are free for bus passengers to use.
Despite the foreseeable benefits of bus WiFi for all passengers, company, and service providers, bus WiFi
services have not yet been available extensively due to various real-world reasons, among which the high
operational cost (mostly for monthly cellular data fees) is the key concern that hinders the bus WiFi from being
further promoted [26, 38]. Hence, comprehending bus WiFi user behavior patterns in terms of mobility and
resources accessing is essential for reducing operational costs via developing practical systems such as content
caching.
Research efforts have been taken to study several aspects regarding mobile WiFi operation and related
applications [13, 30, 41], including making use of deployed WiFi Access Point (AP) to boost applications such
as predicting bus arrival time in urban regions [30], and analyzing log data from the system to understand
WiFi networks status and associated users [7, 22]. Some works are dedicated to building edge-computing
platforms [22, 35]. Techniques used to investigate cellular networks can also be used to investigate mobile WiFi
due to similar settings, i.e., stationary cellular towers [42].
However, the above works focused on stationary WiFi or cellular networks, which did not involve the key
features of mobile WiFi users, i.e., mobility regularity and access irregularity in the setting of public transportation.
In particular, the bus passengers typically have pretty regular mobility and access patterns, e.g., taking the same
bus line during workdays and watching videos during commuting. However, most of the bus passengers have
connected to different on-board WiFi devices because they will mostly get on different buses despite taking the
same bus line every day. This unique combination of mobility regularity and access irregularity makes the bus
WiFi usage highly irregular at the device dimension and thus significantly differs from the above previous works
on stationary WiFi and cellular networks. For those two networks, the mobility regularity of users will lead to
the access regularity (due to stationary APs), which makes network usage regular at the device dimension.
In this paper, we collaborate with Shenzhen Huashi WiFi company, which is one of the biggest bus WiFi
service providers in China. We utilize Huashi Bus WiFi infrastructure to design a content cache system based
on the comprehensive investigation towards spatiotemporal patterns of bus WiFi from the user dimension and
device dimension in the same city. Through the observations and insights obtained from the in-depth WiFi usage
pattern investigation, the caching system is developed with a sophisticated content predictor and implemented
in an iterative updating fashion. The implementation of this content caching application on bus WiFi devices can
reduce traffic data and improves the system performance of the mobile WiFi networks. The major contributions
of this paper can be summarized:
• To our best knowledge, we conduct the first work to investigate usage patterns of large-scale mobile bus
WiFi networks in the real world from the perspective of mobility regularity and access irregularity. More
specifically, we conduct an in-depth case study by leveraging bus WiFi log data from an average of 110k
active users per day, which are collected from 4,384 bus WiFi devices deployed in Shenzhen. Our sample
data will be released for reproducibility and following work in this direction.
• Based on the comprehensive investigation on the bus WiFi infrastructure, especially on the usage patterns
from two different perspectives, i.e., the user perspective and aggregate device perspective, we design a
dedicated two-dimension (user dimension and device dimension) caching system called MIMU to infer
the future bus WiFi usage based on mobility regularity and access irregularity. Our deep learning-based
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predictor considers the patterns from log data investigation, such as user-device interaction, the similarity
of usage from close timing, and the similarity of usage from the close locations, etc.
• Our MIMU is evaluated by two-month long bus WiFi log data from three cities in China, i.e., Shenzhen,
Wuxi, and Nanjing, including 4,384/1,478/782 bus WiFi devices, with 114k/32k/14k daily active users,
respectively. It is shown that MIMU achieves better performance than state-of-the-art methods. Evaluations
on our content caching application for bus WiFi also show that data traffic can be saved for WiFi service
providers, which encourages future system deployment at a larger scale.
• We provide some in-depth discussions for the lessons learned, including usage patterns and potential
commercial values. Our data-driven insights and modeling have the potential to help bus WiFi operators
and similar mobile WiFi systems on public transportation such as subways to understand usage patterns,
and better develop profitable operation models considering the mobility regularity and access irregularity.

2 MOTIVATION
2.1 WiFi System Operation Cost
The cost of implementing and maintaining a city-scale bus WiFi system is undoubtedly high; for example, a WiFi
service company called 16WiFi invested around $90 million in the bus WiFi system in the Chinese city Beijing
but still faces capital shortage challenges [44]. Commercial service providers whose primary purpose is to gain
profits may approach from two perspectives: 1) one is reducing the system operation cost, mainly the cost of
continuous data usage considering the fact that others such as the costs of WiFi devices are unavoidable and
one-time payments; 2) the other is expanding business such as advertising based on the system and corresponding
sources, e.g., advertising on videos, audios, online games, and online purchasing platforms.

Fig. 1. Daily Data Traffic Cost Distribution in Shenzhen

High Data Usage Cost Unlike one-time costs such as payments to bus companies and governmental transportation department, or expense on WiFi devices purchases, perpetual data usage cost is one of the significant
practical challenges for the commercial bus WiFi systems, leading to the shutdown of many bus WiFi projects
despite that the cost of cellular data keeps decreasing in China [44, 45]. The current bus WiFi system in the
Chinese city Shenzhen run by Huashi Company also faces the same challenge. To offset the loss, they store
multimedia contents on the hard disk of router devices and offer free access to bus passengers to save some data
traffic, but it does not work well since the contents are fixed. The data usage demand is high due to long-running
hours of bus systems (average 7.55 hours per bus per day in Shenzhen), a large number of WiFi users (an average
of 114 thousand users per day), and the large amount of data consumed, as shown in Fig. 1, where the daily
data traffic cost across Shenzhen for one month in 2017 is presented. We find that average daily data traffic is
as high as 108.56 GB, equating to around 3,256 RMB according to the data plan rate, which is three thousand
times expensive as the bus fare (1 RMB) [9]. Such a high demand for data traffic and high data costs pose a vital
threat to the continuous operation of the bus WiFi system. National deployment of such systems thus poses a
considerable capital challenge for the company.

2.2

Challenges

To tackle the issue of high cost, we aim to design a content caching system via data usage predictor to better
predict future usage. To achieve this, we have to predict visiting contents (e.g., URLs of HTTP) accurately given a
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limited-space hard disk. By checking the data sets, we find out that there are several real-world challenges related
to data quality and usage patterns. Below we summarize the challenges related to building an accurate predictor.
Unbalanced Usage Distribution: Considering the large number of users involved in the bus WiFi system,
one may expect rich historical data for each user since we can gather users’ usage from different devices. However,
our observation is against this assumption. On the one hand, users may visit the bus WiFi for limited times, as
shown by Fig. 2, where we find that users have used WiFi for fewer times per day than we expect. Specifically,
55% of users have only one HTTP visit per day (as demonstrated in Fig. 2). Meanwhile, the heavy users can
have hundreds of HTTP visits records in a single day. We further find that data usage is severely unbalanced
among users where the top 10% heavy users account for more than 90% of the data usage. For users without
enough visiting data, it is challenging for us to predict future usage based on users. On the other hand, for users
with rich single-day visiting data, the number of days with WiFi connection may be limited. Explicitly, in our
two-month-long data sets, users may only use bus WiFi for a specified number of days, as illustrated in Fig. 3,
where we can see that 96% of users have visited HTTP via bus WiFi for fewer than 7 days. It means that most
users have only a few days of historical data available for future prediction investigation. In short, the historical
data are limited for the majority of users on a daily basis and across different days.

Fig. 2. WiFi Visits Distribution Fig. 3. Visiting Distribution

Fig. 4. Devices Connection

Fig. 5. Users Connection

Diverse Usage Distribution: Even the historical data are abundant for heavy users, we still face the challenge
brought by user behavior irregularity. The bus WiFi setting is different from the traditional WiFi setting regarding
the user-machine interaction: 1) the user with regular commuting patterns may still connect to different WiFi
devices, e.g., different buses within the same bus line; 2) the WiFi device is mobile and gets connected to diverse
groups of users. These fundamental differences lead to several challenges.
Firstly, a user may connect to different devices per day, as shown in Fig. 4. Around 34% of users connect to more
than 1 bus devices on a daily basis, 85% of users connect to more than 2 bus devices in our two-month-long data
set, suggesting high connection dynamics. Even the usage at the user level is regular, e.g., a user takes the same
bus line every day and has a specific online surfing pattern, the usage may be distributed to different devices,
disrupting the regularity from individual users. From both a daily basis and multiple days based perspectives,
users tend to connect to numerous bus devices, determined by the characteristics of the bus WiFi systems.
Secondly, from the device level, the connection is similarly dynamic, i.e., a specific device is connected by
different users within a day or across multiple days, suggesting a user seldom revisits the same device s/he
connected before. We show the revisiting times (i.e., visiting more than once) from the same user for all the
devices in Fig. 5, with the x-axis denoting the number of revisiting from the same user. We observe that 60%
of the devices only have 1 revisiting from each user on average per day, meaning 40% of the devices never
have users revisited. For the two-month-long period, 72% of the devices have fewer than 4 times of revisiting in
accumulation. Directly dealing with such diverse user participation on the device level would be hard since each
user contributes to different usage.

2.3

Opportunity: User Behavior Regularity

User WiFi Usage Behavior: As we have shown above, the bus WiFi usage on devices is dynamic and diverse,
making gathering behaviors of different users difficult. However, we argue that the users themselves can be a
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potential opportunity. The bus WiFi system log data include several fields regarding user behaviors, such as
the connection status and preferences of the users in terms of Internet surfing, which can provide us with rich
spatiotemporal and contextual information to assist understanding and predicting data usage. Details of related
data fields will be introduced in the next section. By leveraging data fields associated with users, we can analyze
the usage patterns of the users by historical connection and browsing records of users, for instance, when did the
user connect to which bus WiFi device and what kind of content s/he visited (we discuss the possible privacy
issues in the discussion section). According to the relative regular pattern of user behaviors [11, 46], we then can
predict when will which user visit what contents. Also, based on the historical connected devices and bus routes,
we can have the connection status of users given a specific time, i.e., which device the user is likely to connect to.
Similar connection patterns and usage behaviors extracted from different groups of users can be beneficial to the
data usage prediction.

3 MIMU FRAMEWORK
3.1 Bus WiFi System
In this section, we use the bus WiFi system as an example to introduce the infrastructure and data sets, together
with the design overview of the caching system.
3.1.1 Infrastructure. The bus WiFi system is a commercial mobile WiFi system aiming to provide free WiFi
access to bus passengers as part of the smart city initiative. The system contains several major components,
including WiFi devices (we will use “device” for brevity and there is only one device on each bus) deployed on the
buses, external cellular networks in the city which are already functioning, and an operation center connected
to the Internet where all buses devices can be under centralized management. The overview of the physical
infrastructure is shown in Fig. 6.
The device here is the critical component in the bus WiFi system since it has multiple functions, such as
uploading data through cellular networks via SIM cards and providing WiFi access to passengers. Besides, the
device also contains a 32GB hard disk that can store multimedia contents and can be updated when the bus is
back to the garage. The device can be working as an Access Point (AP), providing WiFi services to on-board users
via hotspot sharing by the SIM card. Users can also directly visit local content on the hard disk of the device
at high accessing speed. When the buses are back in the parking lot, the devices connect to the Internet via
the wired connection and can then be under unified management. Under this case, the devices can update local
multimedia contents, if any.

Fig. 6. Overview of Bus WiFi System Infrastructure

3.1.2 Data. The bus WiFi log data is two-month-long (from 2017-02-01 to 2017-04-01), covering 22 major cities
with 34,377 bus devices in China. Our investigation here focuses on Shenzhen as an example for the most time,
but we also address the generalizability of MIMU in the evaluation through implementation in multiple cities.
The log data are collected via the device when there is communication between device and user terminals as
offline data and uploaded when buses are back in the parking lot. The data can be generally classified into several
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categories, with rich information regarding users’ bus WiFi connection and usage. Partial data fields and samples
related to our investigation are shown in Table 1. For brevity and convenience, we reformat the data into four
comprehensive data sets, which are vital for further investigation.
• Traffic Flow Data: The traffic flow data set contains all the data traffic consumption records, i.e., how
much data are uploaded and downloaded via which device by which user at what time.
• Content Data: Two types of visiting records are stored. One is HTTP visiting records, i.e., URL addresses;
the other is portal contents visiting records, i.e., local contents stored in the hard disk, we use “portal” for
short in the rest of the paper.
• Connection Data: The connection data contain the records about connection and disconnection time,
together with the associated user ID (encoded string based on user WiFi account) and unique device ID,
which can be used to determine whether the user is on-board and the duration of bus WiFi connection
session.
• Location Data: The device also stores the GPS locations of the running bus but at a low updating frequency
(at minutes level). Besides, arrival time at different bus stops is also stored.
Table 1. Partial Bus WiFi Data Example
Field
Value
Field
Timestamp 20170407T16:03:25.000Z
Upload (byte)
Device ID
9303LL201507080004
Download (byte)
User ID
X0MkcDjsujzP4ML+I74/tQ Portal ID
HTTP
http://m.sogou.com/
RSSI (dB)
Latitude
Longitude
118827420
Bus Line
E16
Bus Plate
Storage
City
Shenzhen
Total number of WiFi Devices in Shenzhen: 4,384
Total number of WiFi Users in Shenzhen: 114k

3.2

Value
12624
11088
Tank Game
-60
31982690
BBA106
31.64 GB

Design Overview

3.2.1 Problem Formulation. We start by introducing the formulation of WiFi usage prediction problem. Formally,
let D and C respectively be the sets of devices and contents. Let U be the set of dominant users that contribute
frequent visitation and heavy data traffic to the bus WiFi system. The Bus WiFi Usage Prediction (BPred) problem
can be formulated as follows.
Definition 3.1. (BPred Problem) Given device 𝑑 ∈ D and content 𝑐 ∈ C, the goal is to predict the WiFi usage of
content 𝑐 on device 𝑑, denoted by 𝑦𝑑,𝑐 ∈ R.
The bus WiFi usage 𝑦𝑑,𝑐 here can be decomposed along two dimensions: user dimension and device dimension.
User dimension refers to that large proportion of WiFi usage which is contributed by a small group of dominant
users from U; while device dimension accounts for the aggregation of the rest of users whose historical records
are sparse and in turn their usage is modeled at the device level for compensation. Therefore, the overall usage
𝑦𝑑,𝑐 can be estimated as follows.
Õ
𝑦𝑑,𝑐 =
𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) + 𝛼𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐),
(1)
𝑢 ∈U

where 𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) denotes the user dimension function that estimates the WiFi usage of content 𝑐 on device 𝑑
given the dominant user 𝑢, and 𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐) denotes the device dimension function for aggregated usage prediction. 𝛼
is a hyperparameter that controls the tradeoff between the WiFi usage results from two dimensions. Accordingly,
our target is equivalent to learning two functions 𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) (user dimension) and 𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐) (device dimension)
from historical WiFi usage data so that they can be applied for future usage prediction.
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3.2.2 Design Objectives. The objectives of our design are two-fold: i) we want to extract patterns existing in
users’ WiFi usage, e.g., the regularity of visiting certain contents; ii) based on these patterns, we want to predict
future usage in the bus WiFi scenario accurately for content caching.
Better Historical Usage Understanding: The first goal of our design requires a comprehensive investigation
of possible patterns in users’ WiFi usage. The understanding can be approached from three aspects: i) the
connection patterns of users, e.g., when will the user get on the bus or start using the bus WiFi service; ii)
what kinds of contents is the user likely to visit, according to the historical visiting records; iii) is there any
correlation existing in the bus WiFi scenario, e.g., similar usage across different users, usage dynamics difference
and similarity for different contents, different bus lines, etc.
Better Future Usage Prediction: The ability to predict future bus WiFi usage can be beneficial for the bus
WiFi company, e.g., they can better manage the future cellular data package plan, schedule future advertisement
casting, and regulate the bus WiFi hardware, etc. Based on the understanding of usage patterns, a more accurate
prediction may be achieved compared to vanilla temporal sequence prediction schemes. In this paper, we design
MIMU for caching via predicting future bus WiFi usage from two dimensions, i.e., user dimension and device
dimension. The reason that we propose such a two-dimension prediction scheme is based on two vital data-driven
factors, i.e., usage imbalance among users and the similarity of buses in the same bus line. For users with heavy
bus WiFi usage, we can make use of their behavior patterns to model and predict their usage patterns. For users
without many historical usage records, we can aggregate them at the bus device level to accumulate enough
historical data for prediction.
To achieve the design objectives, we briefly introduce the design overview of a predictor in MIMU, which is
built from two dimensions: user dimension and device dimension, as shown in Fig. 7.
• Historical Data Investigation: First, we investigate the patterns from historical data to guide further
modeling, e.g., usage dynamics of users and buses, similarities among them, and spatiotemporal correlations.
• Future Usage Prediction: Based on the findings, we build a two-dimension model, where the user
modeling part deals with users with rich historical data, e.g., the top 10% users with a large amount of WiFi
usage data. It enables usage prediction with three kinds of contextual information, i.e., visiting timing, the
device connected and visiting contents. The device modeling part is built at the device level, where we
predict the future usage of the device by aggregated historical usage.
The advantages of this two-dimension design lie in several aspects: 1) user patterns such as behavior regularity
are considered; 2) similarities among different users, devices, and locations are included; 3) modeling can work
even there are few user data. Design details are elaborated in the following subsection.
Preprocessing
Raw WiFi log data

Device/ user/ content/ time
Historical

Dataflow Session
User/dev Filtering
Session seg.

Application

Historical

User
Dimension

Future
(3.5)

Device
Dimension

(3.6)
Future

Device/ content/ location

Final content

Content Location

Prediction

Content
Caching
Location
Service
WiFi
Sharing

Fig. 7. MIMU Overall Framework

3.3

Pre-processing

For most raw data collected from the infrastructures, they suffer from several issues that make direct investigation
ineffective, e.g., missing values, inconsistent data format, repetitive data fields in separate tables. Further processing
is required to better understand the data, such as trip segmentation, outliers filtering, etc.
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Data Formatting: In the raw bus WiFi log data, the records are separately stored in 17 different tables with
different data fields format. To begin with, we first reformat the raw data into four types by joining different
tables in the same fields. For example, the data traffic flow of users is kept in one data set, and the online content
(HTTP content or portal content) visiting records are kept in another data set. Analyzing the data consumption
during a user visiting a certain URL requires calculation involving both data sets. In the end, we fuse these data
sets into one data set with a consistent format, including information important to usage understanding:
[userID, deviceID, timing, location, URL, portal, uploaded data, downloaded data]
Specifically, the userID and deviceID are encrypted unique IDs for users and devices. For the timing, we partition
24 hours of a day into 288 5-minute-long time slots for further processing (fine-grained enough compared to
the average online session length, which is 5.4 minutes). For the location, we partition the Shenzhen city into
901 × 471 100𝑚 × 100𝑚 grids for better investigation, and hash the indexes of a grid into values for later use [36].
Targets Filtering: As mentioned before, there are more than 114k users recorded and around 4.4k bus WiFi
devices deployed in the Shenzhen bus WiFi system. However, not all the users use the bus WiFi every day, or
all the devices operate every day. Here we filter the active users and devices with at least 7 days of data in our
two-month-long data set as the data for further processing to achieve better performance [16]. As a result, 20,168
users and 3,889 buses are involved in the user dimension modeling and device dimension modeling, respectively.

3.4

Data Investigation For Overall Model Design

To accurately predict the bus WiFi usage, an intuitive idea is to build a temporal sequence prediction model for all
the visited contents. However, this method misses contextual information brought by the users. After all, all the
usage is contributed by users; a specific user may prefer to visit particular contents, use the bus WiFi at a certain
time on some specific bus lines. We analyze the entropy [5] of visiting content across multiple days including
HTTP and portal and find out that, in general, the user-level entropy is clearly smaller than device-level entropy,
denoting a better predictability (as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).

Fig. 8. HTTP Entropy

Fig. 9. Portal Entropy

However, we cannot simplify the model focusing solely on the user level, since not all the users use the bus
WiFi frequently. According to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we know that more than half of the users have HTTP/portal
request for only once a day. One step further, we find that on average, 58.59% of users have not uploaded any
data, and 68.32% of users have not downloaded any data during a day. At the same time, the top 10% of users
consume more than 90% of the data. Considering the data availability and user behavior regularity, we design
our modeling process as two dimensions in MIMU to tackle the bus WiFi usage prediction. For user dimension
modeling, we focus on the dominant users who are selected by three metrics: average daily WiFi usage, average
daily connection times, number of days with WiFi usage records. For the device dimension, we focus on the
aggregated WiFi usage from the rest of the non-dominant users.
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MIMU: User Dimension

3.5.1 Data Investigation for User Dimension Modeling. The ultimate goal of the predictor is to infer future usage
(HTTP and portal) on the device, despite that usage comes from both the users and the devices. That being said,
we have to distribute users’ usage to different bus devices. To achieve so, we also have to consider the future
user-device connection. Luckily, we find the device connection entropy is low, as shown in Fig. 10, where 46.02%
of users only connect to one bus WiFi device per day and 35.09% of users connect to two bus WiFi devices per
day. Fewer than 20% of users connect to multiple (> 2) devices, making device connection easier to be considered.
We also investigate the usage similarity regarding usage interval, i.e., the Cosine similarity of two vectors where
each vector represents the contents visited by all users at a given time. We find out that usage from close time
tends to have higher similarity, suggesting the high temporal dependence for the bus WiFi usage, as shown in
Fig. 11. The darker color denotes a higher occurrence of corresponding similarity and interval.

Fig. 10. Bus Entropy

Fig. 11. Timing Correlation

3.5.2 Design Overview of User Dimension. Modeling in the user dimension handles users with abundant historical
and massive WiFi data usage, considering the efficiency and necessity of doing so. For efficiency, patterns can be
considered, such as the regularity of users’ bus WiFi usage from temporal perspectives, e.g., a user may tend to
use bus WiFi at the regular time and connect to regular bus devices (several devices belonging to the same bus
line). For necessity, considering the timing and connection of WiFi usage is essential to obtain the device level
usage, i.e., the device level usage can be aggregated from user-level usage. Thus, we format the problem into a
prediction problem with temporal attention, i.e., using the previous 𝑁 − 1 days multi-dimension data to predict
the 𝑁𝑡ℎ day multi-dimension data.
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3.5.3 Predictor with Temporal Attention. In the user dimension usage prediction, only data of the dominant users
will be considered in the modeling, since these users contribute most of the bus WiFi usage and they also have
rich historical data for individual level modeling. The details regarding the modeling are illustrated as follows.
FC

FC

FC

···
! $ /#$
MatMul
SoftMax
Scale
MatMul

···
!! /#!

!" /#"

!# /##
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%

&

Fig. 13. Details of Temporal and Spatial Attention

We first denote the set of all the bus WiFi devices by D, the content set by C and the set of dominant users
by U. Given a bus WiFi device 𝑑 ∈ D, a content 𝑐 ∈ C and a user 𝑢 ∈ U, the user-dimensional function
𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) parameterized by 𝜃 aims to output estimated WiFi usage 𝑦𝑑,𝑐,𝑢 ∈ R of content 𝑐 on device 𝑑 contributed
by the user 𝑢. Basically, the inputs 𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢 are all identifiers and can be represented as one-hot vectors, i.e.,
𝑑 ∈ {0, 1} | D | , 𝑐 ∈ {0, 1} | C | , 𝑢 ∈ {0, 1} | U | , where only one dimension of each vector is set to one with rest being
zeros.
For better representation power and generalizability, we approximate the function 𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) by a neural
network whose architecture is shown as the user dimension component in Fig. 12, also defined as follows. First,
device 𝑑, content 𝑐, and user 𝑢 are encoded into latent vectors denoted by 𝒅, 𝒄, 𝒖 via embedding layers with
nonlinear projection. That is
𝒅 = 𝑉𝑑 𝜎 (𝑊𝑑 𝑑),

𝒄 = 𝑉𝑐 𝜎 (𝑊𝑐 𝑐),

(2)

𝒖 = 𝑉𝑢 𝜎 (𝑊𝑢 𝑢),

where 𝑊𝑑 ∈
∈
∈
are embedding layers, 𝑉𝑑 ∈
∈
∈
are
linear layers and 𝜎 (·) denotes nonlinear activation function (we adopt ReLU [12] here).
We also take temporal factors into consideration for two reasons: 1) The temporal information reveals resemblance among different contents, as we have demonstrated in Fig. 11, where WiFi usage presents a higher
similarity for close timing; 2) User level behaviors are closely related to time, e.g., taking buses at regular time
for commuting, etc. Specifically, let {𝑡 1, . . . , 𝑡𝑛 } be a sequence of timestamps, which can also be embedded into
learnable latent vectors in the same low-dimensional space. Considering the ordering relationship among 𝑛
timestamps, we impose positional encoding on each of the timestamp latent representations and denote the
derived vectors by 𝒕 1, . . . , 𝒕 𝑛 ∈ R𝑙𝑡 . In order to automatically recover the proportion of contribution from different
timing, we propose to leverage Self-Attention Block (SAB) [43] over 𝒕 1, . . . , 𝒕 𝑛 , as illustrated in Fig. 13. (Notice
that we illustrate both temporal and spatial attention in the same figure, more details regarding spatial attention
of device dimension are in the next section). Therefore, the output attentive timestamp matrix 𝑻 ′ ∈ R𝑛×𝑙𝑡 can be
acquired by 𝑻 ′ = SAB(𝒕 1, . . . , 𝒕 𝑛 ), where the SAB block is generally defined as:


𝑿𝑿 ⊤
SAB(𝒙 1, . . . , 𝒙 𝑛 ) = softmax √
𝑿, where 𝑿 = [𝒙 1, . . . , 𝒙 𝑛 ] ⊤, 𝒙 1, . . . , 𝒙 𝑛 ∈ R𝑑 ,
(3)
𝑑
where 𝑿 can be temporal matrix 𝑻 or spatial matrix 𝑳, and 𝑑 is the scaling factor. Now, given the encoded
vectors of device 𝒅, content 𝒄, user 𝒖, and the temporal matrix 𝑻 ′ output by SAB, we aggregate all four kinds of
R𝑙𝑑 × | D | ,𝑊𝑐

R𝑙𝑐 × | C | ,𝑊𝑢

R𝑙𝑢 ×|U |

R𝑙×𝑙𝑑 , 𝑉𝑐

R𝑙×𝑙𝑐 , 𝑉𝑢
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information to make prediction on WiFi usage. Specifically, let 𝒕 𝑖′ be the 𝑖-th row of matrix 𝑻 ′. The aggregated
vector 𝒛𝑖 at timestamp 𝑡𝑖 is defined as
𝒛𝑖 = 𝑊𝑧 [𝒅; 𝒄; 𝒖; 𝒕 𝑖′], 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛,

(4)

where [; ] denotes concatenation operation and 𝑊𝑧 ∈ R𝑙𝑥 ×( 3𝑙+𝑙𝑡 ) is the learnable parameter. To capture sequential
information at different timestamps, we define the final prediction block as follows:
𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) = MLP(LSTM({𝒛 1, . . . , 𝒛𝑛 })),

(5)

where LSTM(·) stands for one layer of Long Short Term Memory networks [24] to process the sequential input,
and MLP(·) stands for Multilayer Perceptron for output reshaping, i.e., two fully connected layers compressing
(3𝑙 + 𝑙𝑡 ) into 1 dimension. Finally, by aggregating all tuples of devices, contents and users, we adopt L2 distance
as the objective function to learn the model parameters for user dimension WiFi usage prediction:
ÕÕÕ
ℓ𝑢 (𝜃 ) =
∥𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) − 𝑦𝑑,𝑐,𝑢 ∥22 .
(6)
𝑑 ∈D 𝑐 ∈ C 𝑢 ∈U

3.6

MIMU: Device Dimension

3.6.1 Data Investigation for Device Dimension Modeling. User-level modeling alone is not enough, due to the
sparse historical records for the majority of users. When the number of records is insufficient for user dimension
modeling, we turn to model at the device level for compensation since aggregation leads to more historical
records. We find that devices at the same bus line show higher similarity than devices at different bus lines,
suggested by Fig. 14, which justifies the model training at the device level. Moreover, the device level usage
shows spatial dependence in Fig. 15, i.e., the bus WiFi usage suggests high similarity at close locations (higher
frequency indicated by darker color), which can be helpful in the modeling.

Fig. 14. Bus Similarity

Fig. 15. Location Correlation

3.6.2 Design Overview of Device Dimension. Taking the existing similarity at the device level, we format the
problem into a prediction problem with spatial attention, where each content is treated as an item, and the
corresponding bus WiFi device is regarded as a consumer, similar to the setting of recommendation. system.
The number of times content visiting on the device can be treated as ratings [34]. The goal is to infer future
ratings, i.e., predict future bus WiFi usage. In this way, we can treat all the devices as consistent “consumers", and
their bus line level similarity and spatial dependency can be involved in the deep neural networks with spatial
attention. The high-level goal is still to predict bus WiFi usage on 𝑁𝑡ℎ day by the previous 𝑁 − 1 days.
3.6.3 Predictor with Spatial Attention. In the device dimension usage prediction, we target the modeling on those
non-dominant users since their historical WiFi usage data are too sparse to be considered for individual modeling.
Thus, we aggregate all the usage from these users on the device level for further processing, i.e., dumping the
individual level identification. The details regarding the modeling are illustrated as follows.
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Similar to the user dimension, given a bus WiFi device 𝑑 ∈ D and a content 𝑐 ∈ C, the device-dimensional
function 𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐) parameterized by 𝜙 seeks to estimate WiFi usage 𝑦𝑑,𝑐 of content 𝑐 on device 𝑑. We also approximate the function 𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐) by a neural network with architecture shown as the device dimension in Fig. 12. First,
device 𝑑 and content 𝑐 are encoded into latent vectors via the shared embedding layers in Eq. 2 but different
nonlinear projections:
𝒅 = 𝑉𝑑′𝜎 (𝑊𝑑 𝑑),

𝒄 = 𝑉𝑐′𝜎 (𝑊𝑐 𝑐),

(7)

where 𝑉𝑑′ ∈ R𝑙×𝑙𝑑 , 𝑉𝑐′ ∈ R𝑙×𝑙𝑐 are linear layers.
For the device dimension, we focus more on the spatial factors in the modeling because of two unique
characteristics: 1) As presented in Fig. 15, we observe that WiFi usage show higher similarity for close locations
(indicated by GPS location data), which can be manipulated to assist our usage prediction; 2) Bus line information
can be considered, i.e., the devices belonging to the same bus line shows higher usage similarity, as shown in
Fig. 14. In details, let {𝑙 1, . . . , 𝑙𝑚 } be a set of 𝑚 locations, which can also be embedded into latent vectors in the
same low-dimensional space, denoted by 𝒍 1, . . . , 𝒍 𝑚 ∈ R𝑙𝑙 . Notice that the locations are limited for a given device
𝑑, because the bus lines are fixed and the location grids are thus limited. In this way, the mapping relations of
bus lines to devices (buses) are considered in the device dimension. Similarly, to automatically calculate the
contribution proportion of different locations, we also leverage the SAB block defined in Eq. 3 over 𝒍 1, . . . , 𝒍 𝑚 , as
shown in Fig. 13. In the device dimension, there are no more identifiers of users, so we mark the user input by
dotted frame. The output attentive location vectors 𝑳 ′ ∈ R𝑚×𝑙𝑙 can be computed as 𝑳 ′ = SAB(𝒍 1, . . . , 𝒍 𝑚 ).
We then aggregate the encoded vectors of device 𝒅, content 𝒄, and the spatial matrix 𝑳 ′ to predict device level
WiFi usage. Let 𝒍 𝑖′ be the 𝑖-th row of matrix 𝑳 ′. Then the aggregated vector 𝒛𝑖′ at location 𝑙𝑖 can be expressed as
𝒛𝑖′ = 𝑊𝑧′ [𝒅; 𝒄; 𝒍 𝑖′], 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑚,

(8)

where [; ] denotes concatenation and 𝑊𝑧′ ∈ R𝑙𝑥 ×( 2𝑙+𝑙𝑙 ) is the learnable parameter. Then the final prediction block
can be presented as:
𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐) = MLP({𝒛 1, . . . , 𝒛𝑚 }),

(9)

where MLP(·) stands for another Multilayer Perceptron with two fully connected layers for output reshaping,
i.e., compressing (2𝑙 + 𝑙𝑙 ) into 1 dimension. L2 distance is used as the objective function here to learn the model
parameters for device dimension:
ÕÕ
ℓ𝑙 (𝜃 ) =
∥𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐) − 𝑦𝑑,𝑐 ∥22 .
(10)
𝑑 ∈D 𝑐 ∈ C

3.7

Fusion of Two Dimensions

The predicted contents from the user dimension and device dimension are then combined, which is used as the
final results of MIMU on a certain day, i.e., all usage from dominant users in the user dimension output and all
usage form non-dominant users in the device dimension output. In detail, define the usage of content 𝑐 visited
by user 𝑢 via device 𝑑 from the user dimension as 𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢), and the usage of content 𝑐 which is visited by all
other non-dominant users via device 𝑑 as 𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐). Then the overall usage 𝑦𝑑,𝑐 of content 𝑐 on device 𝑑 can be
expressed as:
Õ
𝑦𝑑,𝑐 =
𝑓𝜃 (𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑢) + 𝛼𝑔𝜙 (𝑑, 𝑐),
(11)
𝑢 ∈U𝑑

where U𝑑 represents all the dominant users.
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4 EVALUATION
4.1 Evaluation Methodology
4.1.1 Evaluation Data Management. In this project, we work with Shenzhen transportation committee and
Huashi WiFi company, who operate all buses and all bus WiFi services in Shenzhen, respectively. They provide
us with access to the log data to enhance the commercial values of bus WiFi service. Due to the large size
of our bus WiFi data, the comprehensive data cleaning, pre-processing, and modeling are implemented on a
high-performance cluster with Spark. The detailed configurations are given as follows: (i) 2 HP machines with 2
Tesla K80c each; (ii) 2 Dell machines with 4 Tesla K80c each.
4.1.2 Data Sets. The evaluation is implemented upon the two-month-long bus WiFi data from Shenzhen, Wuxi,
and Nanjing. For the majority of the evaluation, we use Shenzhen as an example to show the effectiveness of
MIMU ; multiple cities are considered in the multi-city evaluation. The heat map of bus WiFi usage across four
cities in China is shown in Fig. 16, where the red color denoting heavy bus WiFi usage. Our evaluation is based
on three of them, i.e., Shenzhen, Wuxi, and Nanjing. Regarding the user dimension implementation, for each user,
we extract content visiting data, including timing, connected device, and visiting contents (HTTP and Portal). For
device dimension implementation, we extract device level content visiting records, including the visiting timing,
device ID, and contents. All the data are further formatted into inputs clarified in Section 3.

Fig. 16. Distribution of WiFi usage across four cities in China, the red color denotes locations with heavier bus WiFi data
usage compared to the green/blue color.

4.1.3 Evaluation Setting. 1) Cross-validation and label selection. The evaluation is based on the cross-validation
scheme. For both user dimension and device dimension, the previous 𝑁 − 1 days data are considered as training
data for the model, and the last (𝑁 𝑡ℎ ) day data are considered as the test data. For the user dimension, userID,
deviceID, contentID, and timing are used as inputs, and the corresponding content usage is used as the label.
For the device dimension, the way we implement cross-validation and label selection is the same as the user
dimension except there is no userID in the inputs. The contents prediction results from the two dimensions are
joined as the final prediction result. 2) Parameter setting. We implement MIMU with PyTorch. In both dimensions,
we embed the identifiers into R128 , the time features into R9 , and location features into R64 . For simplicity, we
use the same dimension for the output of the attention module where we grid search the combinations. The
model performs the best with dimension 64. The trade-off parameter 𝛼 in Eq. 1 is empirically set in range (0.7,
1.2). The default learning rate is set as 0.001, and the batch size is set as 32.
4.1.4 Evaluation Metrics. For MIMU and all other baselines, we use one metric to measure the accuracy of our
model, i.e., accuracy based on Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), defined as:
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑑𝑖 =

1
𝑁

Í𝑁

𝑗=1

|𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑𝑖 ,𝑐 𝑗 ,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 −𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑𝑖 ,𝑐 𝑗 ,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 |
𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑𝑖 ,𝑐 𝑗 ,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙

(12)

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑑𝑖 = 1 − 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑑𝑖
(13)
Here the 𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑𝑖 ,𝑐 𝑗 ,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 means the total usage of content 𝑐 𝑗 on device 𝑑𝑖 , e.g., the predicted value 𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑𝑖 ,𝑐 𝑗 ,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
is 2 while the 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖 may only access the content in the real world once (𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑𝑖 ,𝑐 𝑗 ,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 =1). 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑑𝑖 means
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the average MAPE of usage prediction on device 𝑑𝑖 . As aforementioned, we aggregate the usage from the user
dimension usage and the bus device dimension to have the final predicted results at the device dimension for
evaluation. All the final results are evaluated on a daily basis, e.g., we compare the predicted contents associated
with the device on a certain day to the usage of real contents on this day.

4.2

Baselines

We also compare our results to multiple state-of-the-art methods, all these methods are implemented at the
aggregate device level without considering users’ characteristics, i.e., all inputs are formatted as visiting records
focusing only on devices without any user information, such as [𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒]. The training and test
data are formatted and split in the same way as for all the methods.
• Naive: For the naive model, we use the most frequently visited content as the predicted content, and use
the average visiting times as the predicted visiting frequency. This baseline is to testify whether a naive
statistical model can achieve a satisfying performance.
• LSTM [24]: We implement a predictor by LSTM on the device dimension without any contextual information
as one baseline. Specifically, we only use 𝑁 − 1 days’ content sequences as inputs and 𝑁𝑡ℎ day’s contents
as labels.
• NMF [23]: NMF (Neural Collaborative Filtering) is a method considering neural networks into traditional
collaborative filtering. Non-linearities are embedded into the framework to represent the relationship
between users and items [23]. We treat devices as “users" and contents as “items" to implement the model.
• DeepST [47]: Considering that our data can be formulated into spatiotemporal data, e.g., records with time
and location information. We also implement the DeepST prediction method proposed in [47].

4.3

Evaluation Results

4.3.1 Overall Results. Consider all the predicted results are based on devices, i.e., for each device and a certain
day, we have a predicted result. We show the accuracy of our MIMU and baselines in Fig. 17. We can see that the
naive method does not have a good performance, but MIMU achieves the most satisfying performance in terms
of average accuracy and accuracy distribution. The average accuracy of all devices is 72.15%, and the standard
deviation (STD) of the accuracy is 27.57%. DeepST also shows good performance with an average accuracy of
60.88% and STD of 28.93%, while the other two baselines perform worse regarding average accuracy.
The main reason our framework performs better than the rest baselines is that we have separate consideration
towards user dimension and device dimension. Specifically, for DeepST implementation, content usage data are
formatted for all devices as a spatial-temporal 2D matrix, consistent with the setting in DeepST [47]. For each
day, a 2D matrix is calculated where one dimension represents all the devices and the other dimension represents
all the contents in consideration; then each element 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 in the matrix shows the usage of 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑗 on 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖 .
The difference between such a structure and our MIMU can then be concluded: 1) In the bus WiFi setting, one of
the advantages of DeepST, the spatial correlation or closeness of geographic partition, is lost since there is no
such direct correlation among different bus WiFi devices; 2) The spatial similarity and difference of usage across
different bus lines (as shown in Fig. 14) is missing since there is no consideration in relationships across different
geographical locations in DeepST, e.g., whether the two regions have the same function; 3) The user related
information such as behavior regularity is completely missing in DeepST. Different from the human mobility
tasks in DeepST, the majority of the bus WiFi usage comes from a small group of dominant users. Modeling the
dominant users helps the overall usage inference. Another thing that can be observed in the results is that the
accuracy varies across different devices, we believe it is brought by the diverse usage distribution over all devices.
We also show that the current accuracy could still be beneficial to our content caching application later.
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Moreover, we show the performance of MIMU with only device dimension modeling and user dimension
modeling in Fig. 18. MIMU-D means modeling only on the device dimension and MIMU-U means modeling only
on the user dimension. We can observe an accuracy decrease from MIMU since we miss the combination of
both dimensions. Besides, the device level modeling alone performs worse than the user dimension modeling,
which may be caused by the fact that users visit different devices across different days, making usage patterns
inconsistent on device dimension.

Fig. 17. Overall Performance

Fig. 18. Dimension Ablation

Fig. 19. Day of Week

4.3.2 Contextual Information. We are also interested in the effects brought by some contextual information given
our two-month-long data set, i.e., the day of the week. By training and testing MIMU by data from different days,
e.g., data all from Mondays, we show the performance of MIMU across the different days of the week in Fig. 19.
We can see that there is no clear temporal pattern as studied by general data analysis, e.g., higher dynamics on
weekends [37]. However, we can see that the accuracy of Fridays is lower than on other days. By analyzing our
data set, we find that the bus WiFi usage dynamics (entropy) of Fridays is a little higher than the rest days of the
week.
Moreover, we also test the performance of MIMU by different data proportions, i.e., using the different
percentages of training data. The results are shown in Fig. 20. We can observe the general trend of increasing
accuracy as the data proportion increases, suggesting that more data can achieve a better prediction performance.

Fig. 20. Data Proportion Impacts

Fig. 21. Multiple Cities Evaluation

4.3.3 Multi-City Evaluation. Considering our major investigation and prediction are based on data from one city,
one may be concerned with the generalizability of MIMU. Thus we analyzed data set from five other cities, i.e.,
Beijing, Shanghai, Changsha, Nanjing, and Wuxi. However, there are only 45, 13, and 109 active users in Beijing,
Shanghai, and Changsha from Huashi company, so we focus on the other two cities. Due to the page limit of the
paper, we directly present the final performance of MIMU across these cities. The details are in Fig. 21. We can see
that MIMU achieves poorer performance in the other two cities, i.e., Nanjing and Wuxi, compared to Shenzhen.
We argue the main reason behind this is the size of the data in different cities. Specifically, there are only 14,818
and 32,189 users in Nanjing and Wuxi, equivalent to around 10% and 20% of users number in Shenzhen.
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Content Caching Application

Once accurate usage prediction is achieved, multiple applications can be developed based on it, such as content
caching, commercial advertisement casting, and bus WiFi resource rebalancing, etc. Here we address the caching
application with two approaches, i.e., daily based approach and iterative online approach.
4.4.1 Approach 1: Daily Content Caching. The hard disk in the WiFi device provides us with a hardware basis for
content caching. The caching based on usage prediction can save data if the operator downloads all the predicted
contents on the device in advance via cabled Internet access. Data transmission speed is also an important reason
for considering a caching scheme based on bus WiFi usage prediction since the data transmission speed varies
under different cases in the bus WiFi scenario. The speed of downloading Intranet contents is much faster than
downloading directly from WiFi provided via a 4G SIM card. Reports about Huashi WiFi show that downloading
directly from WiFi can only achieve a speed of 100-500 KB/s while downloading from stored contents can obtain
a speed of 3-5 MB/s, which is much faster than accessing the Internet directly [25]. Thus, caching contents on the
hard disk can be beneficial for both sides, saving data traffic for service providers and improving user experience
due to faster transmission speed.
We also evaluate the performance on the content storage application by the metric Saving Rate (Saving) at the
device level, defined as the ratio of accurately predicted data consumption out of all the data consumption of a
device in a day.
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐
(14)
𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 (%) = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑓 𝑖𝑐
𝑎𝑙𝑙

The results is shown in Fig. 22. We can see that 80% of devices can achieve a saving rate lower than 31%, also
meaning there are 20% of devices which can achieve a saving rate higher than 31%. Besides, we show the hit rate
and miss rate of MIMU, i.e., for each device, the percentage of correct content prediction out of all contents as hit
rate and the incorrect prediction as miss rate. The results are shown in Fig. 23. For 60% of devices, the hit rate is
around 32%, while the miss rate is around 44%. Moreover, we also show the real data traffic saved based on the
prediction results in Fig. 24. We can observe a similar distribution as the usage distribution among users, i.e., a
small group of devices achieve a high saving amount. Specifically, 20% of devices can save more than 51 MB for a
day and 20% of bus lines can save more than 870 MB for a day. We argue that the number may seem trivial in
the beginning, while the cost can accumulate to a huge number for long running time scenarios. For example, a
single bus line with 870 MB data saving per day can save up to 9,303 (365 ∗ 30 ∗ 870/1024) RMB for a year [10].

Fig. 22. Saving (%) CDF

Fig. 23. Hit & Miss

Fig. 24. Traffic Saving

To demonstrate the effectiveness of caching scheme based on our prediction, we compare our caching results
to two classic caching methods, i.e., Least Recently Used (LRU) and Least Frequently Used (LFU). These two
baselines are implemented by setting the device storage disk as the cache and updated on a daily basis. The
results are shown in Fig. 25, where the distributions of saved data traffic amount across different devices are
compared. We can observe a better performance of MIMU than LRU and LFU. Also, LFU performs slightly better
than LRU since LFU achieves a longer tail in the distribution, meaning there are several devices saving a large
amount of data.
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Fig. 26. Saving (%) CDF

4.4.2 Approach 2: Iterative Online Content Caching. In practice, data can be continuously collected and consumed
from user activity on an iterative daily basis, which requires the system to handle model training and prediction
in an online paradigm. However, it is both space inefficient to save all the accumulated data in the system and
computationally expensive to retrain the model from scratch every day. To the end, we consider an online caching
system that only stores a small portion of distilled history data and incrementally updates model parameters
using the mix of history and newly arrived data.
Specifically, the online caching process of our system is illustrated in Fig. 27. On the 𝑛-th day (𝑡𝑛 ), the system
collects the data from each user as usual and store them in the storage together with the history data (𝐷𝑛 ). The
recently collected data are exploited to incrementally train the new model 𝑓𝑛 based on the previous version 𝑓𝑛−1 .
Since this new training set is smaller than the whole accumulated dataset, the training process is efficient and
can be regarded as a fine-tuning step to capture user new patterns without forgetting the previous ones. Once
the training procedure is completed, the model 𝑓𝑛 can be used to make a prediction, and simultaneously to distill
a small set of data from 𝐷𝑛 . The small distilled subset consists of useful historical information and will be used to
update the model in the future 𝑡𝑛+1 .

Fig. 27. Illustration of Online Caching Process

To testify the effectiveness of online caching, we use the first 40 (𝑁 = 40) days data for the model offline
training and fine-tune the model during the next day ((𝑁 + 1) − 𝑡ℎ day). Then for (𝑁 + 2) − 𝑡ℎ day, we fine-tune
the model by the newly coming data from the (𝑁 + 1) − 𝑡ℎ day. By this incremental training, we emulate the
process of online content caching. The evaluation results based on data in Shenzhen are shown in Fig. 26. We can
see that the average accuracy generally keeps increasing during the continuous online content caching process,
potentially leading to a higher hitting rate and data saving rate.

5

DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we provide a few discussions about our work, including the limitations, lessons learned, data
management, data privacy issue, and more potential applications.
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Limitation & Future Work

Limitation: 1) In this work, we only leverage bus WiFi data from one WiFi service provider to study the
operational patterns and user behaviors. In practice, different providers may have different operation modes, e.g.,
users may need to install an app before connecting bus WiFi, and there are many advertisements, which may
have an impact on users’ usage patterns. 2) For the prediction modeling, we did not consider derived information
conceived by the content data, e.g., what kind of topic the content is about, is there any correlation in terms
of semantic meaning unveiled by the visited contents, which can be further utilized for a more personalized
prediction. With increasing services and applications like live streaming, predicting a correct visiting URL may
not guarantee a satisfying performance on data traffic saving, e.g., a live streaming website may be broadcasting
different contents all the time, making caching less useful. It can be potentially addressed by a more sophisticated
data collection approach at the service provider level, while in this paper we focus on the network provider level.
3) We filter the partial users and devices for the modeling implementation, while it remains an open question
for processing data with long-tailed distribution [28], e.g., users with few historical records in our case, which
is out of the scope of this work. 4) Another limitation is the newly coming URL to the system may deteriorate
the performance. Meanwhile, we argue that this work can be extended to incorporating new URLs in either
the training stage or inference stage: i) For the training stage, in addition to the labeled URLs (seen in 𝑁 − 1
days), one can also merge a large number of unlabeled URLs into the training set. This problem is similar to the
cold-start problem in recommendation [33] where newly-arrived items have very little interactions with users.
One solution is to leverage the features extracted from the URLs and content-based filtering algorithms [34] to
make predictions. Recent advanced models for cold-start recommendation using graph neural networks [29]
can also be adapted to this URL prediction problem. ii) For the inference stage, the problem can be cast to the
inductive setting by semi-supervised learning (SSL) [49]. That is during the inference step, unseen URLs will also
be utilized as the candidates in making predictions. In this case, one may adopt some off-the-shelf SSL techniques
to handle the issue such as a graph-based approach [20] or a perturbation-based approach [39].
Future Work: 1) In the next step, we will try to do a comprehensive multi-city investigation, i.e., looking into
the bus WiFi operational and usage pattern across multiple cities. Built upon the pattern investigation, we plan
to study the transfer learning problem regarding different inputs distribution across different cities, which can
provide more insights for fellow researchers and commercial public transport WiFi operators. 2) An in-depth
investigation into the visiting content on bus WiFi devices may enhance the performance of predictors and
provide more information about users’ interests, i.e., topics revealed by semantics may be more general to
understand and easier to predict. Applications based on user interests may benefit the operators more.

5.2

Lessons Learned and Insights

We also summarize the insights found in this work:
• Usage Spatiotemporal Similarity: We find that usage closer in temporal dimension and spatial dimension
shows higher similarity, as supported by Fig. 11 and Fig. 15, i.e., bus WiFi visiting contents tend to be
similar if visiting time is close or visiting location is close.
• Diverse Usage Dynamics: We find that individual bus WiFi usage dynamic is lower than device level bus
WiFi usage (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9), denoting the different predicability.
• Usage Participation: Only around 25% of users of all bus WiFi users visit bus WiFi contents repeatedly,
around 7% of users access the bus WiFi contents for more than 10 days during the two-month period.
• Unbalanced Usage: As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the bus WiFi usage across all users is extremely
unbalanced, 10% of users contribute more than 90% of WiFi data traffic. It is similar for different bus lines,
e.g., one bus line can account for 12% of all the data consumed in the city.
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Ethic and Privacy Protection

All the WiFi data used in this project are legally collected by the service providers and city governments. For
example, GPS data from bus networks are collected by the transportation committee who owns and manages all
buses in Shenzhen. The WiFi data collected by WiFi service providers and all WiFi users were informed about
data collection and agreed (by selecting a WiFi usage agreement before connection) to provide their usage data
to improve service performance, which is the crucial goal of this paper. The key challenge in bus WiFi data
processing is to protect the privacy of users and ensure the utility of the models at the same time. To help us
understand the user behavior anonymously without privacy concerns, the company staff at the bus WiFi company
has removed or replaced all private personal information from the WiFi log data, e.g., the information of users’
cellphones are removed, and user IDs are replaced by random strings, the authors do not have access to the raw
data and will never reveal the identity of each user. As a result, our work is approved by the institutional IRB.

5.4

More Applications
• Commercial App Promotion: We find online game web pages are one of the most popular visiting web
pages by the bus WiFi users. The reason may be that most young passengers will use bus WiFi to download
and play games when they are on buses, so there is potential commercial value for bus WiFi operators
to add some game websites on the WiFi login interface to attract more bus passengers and increase their
revenue via collaboration with game companies.
• WiFi Sharing: Another possible application is to share bus WiFi to nearby commercial vehicles, such
as a taxi. Considering the dense distribution of buses and taxis, we consider sharing bus WiFi under the
circumstances, including when vehicles are stuck in the traffic jam, waiting for the traffic light, etc. Under
such cases, passengers on both buses and taxis could make full use of bus WiFi when vehicles are close to
each other. While this requires further operations such as simplification of the connecting process, etc.

5.5

Public Data Access

Large-scale commercial bus WiFi log data are hard to obtain due to various real-world issues. As the initial
step, we commit to release our data sets across the time period: from Feb 1, 2017 to Feb 7, 2017. Four different
kinds of log data will be released, including device location data, user connection data, and visiting topic
data. All data sets will be processed into the dictionary data structure with details as follows. The data link is:
https://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~dz220/data.html.
• Device location data: key: (deviceID, date, ToD), value: gridID. The deviceID and gridID are hashed into integer
values. ToD (time of the day) is given at the granularity of 5 minutes. gridID is given at the granularity of
300𝑚 × 300𝑚.
• User connection data: key: (userID, date, ToD), value: deviceID. userID is hashed by integer encoding. This
data set reveals which user connects to which device at a given time.
• Visiting topic data: key: (userID, date, ToD), value: topicID. topicID is processed by integer encoding,
corresponding topic names will also be provided for potential semantic investigation.

6

RELATED WORK

Lots of researches have been done regarding WiFi networks, generally, we can classify them into small-scale and
large-scale according to numbers of devices (AP) involved, here we use 100 as the threshold to distinguish two
categories; it can also be classified into stationary and mobile by the mobility of devices, i.e., whether they are set
as fixed or mobile.
For the small-scale and stationary category, studies utilize small-scale implementation of networks to address
related issues and applications. In [19], a family of handoff schemes based driven by clients are designed and
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Table 2. Summary of WiFi Networks Related Research
Stationary
Mobile
Small-scale(≤100) [19] [21] [27] [30] [3] [22] [31] [13] [4] [8] [48] [35]
Large-scale(>100)
[32] [14] [7] [41]
Our paper

testified by 4,000 users networks. WiFi working as an offloading method is briefly introduced in [21]. A more
detailed study of 3G network data offloading via WiFi is given in [27], where results show that WiFi offloads
65% of mobile data and saves battery power by 55%, even larger gain is achieved by longer data transfer delay.
WiLocator [30], as a tool for bus tracking and bus arrival time prediction, uses WiFi devices and its associated
Signal Voronoi Diagram (SVD) to provide accurate bus arrival time prediction. Moreover, in [3], researchers focus
on the negative impacts on users on buses brought by WiFi devices in bus stops, quantitative results and reasons
behind them are also revealed.
For the small-scale and mobile category, researches are usually based on a few devices installed on vehicles.
Hare et al. [22] deploy WiRover system on 5 public buses, data analyses based on it presents user and data usage
characteristics, they also propose several schemes for network optimization. WiFi connections between base
stations and vehicles are studied in [31] by measuring a testbed named VanLan. It specifically focuses on the
connection performance when vehicles coming in and out of the range of base stations; and claims that the poor
performance under this case is caused by urban radio environment rather than the motion of vehicles. In [13],
researchers develop new data delivery and handoff schemes by predicting users’ mobility and WiFi using patterns.
Experiments show that new strategies can significantly improve download performance. Measurements from
two testbeds are used to design an opportunistic protocol named ViFi, which doubles both TCP transfers and
VoIP sessions [4]. A lot of detailed measurement results are given in [8] to suggest that WiFi networks providing
intermittent connectivity can be useful in lots of applications. Also, in [48], traces from WiFi nodes in buses
are used to analyze the inter-contact of bus pairs and their impacts on DTN (Delay Tolerant Network) routing
performance. However, these small WiFi networks cannot fully reveal the complexity and characteristics of
city-scale bus WiFi networks.
For the large-scale and static category, researchers make use of large-scale fixed devices to carry studies. Birk
et al. [7] present a measurement study of urban commercial mesh WiFi network with 250 devices and 1.7 million
log entries, which reveals useful observations such as mesh devices on utility poles lead to the performance
degradation. Cabernet, as a system using devices around the road to transfer data among vehicles, is introduced
in [14]; two new components are added for data delivery improvement, i.e., reducing connection setup time
and increasing throughput. Mota et al. [32] provide a measurement of 21,649 devices during bus routes in Paris,
revealing some findings such as deployed WiFi could offload 30% data during 30 seconds in a set scenario. Shen et
al. [41] propose BaG by using the number of bursts collected via WiFi probes to analyze group detection.
To our best knowledge, our work is the first comprehensive investigation to analyze usage patterns and infer
future usage of a large-scale mobile bus WiFi system.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we perform, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive investigation on the operational
patterns and usage patterns of the bus WiFi systems. Specifically, we conduct an in-depth case study by leveraging
bus WiFi usage log data of 110k users, which were collected from WiFi devices deployed on 4,384 buses in the
Chinese city Shenzhen. Based on the investigation, we propose a sophisticated two-dimension bus WiFi usage
prediction scheme called MIMU to predict and cache future bus WiFi usage, which shows superior performance
compared to state-of-the-art methods. Application based on the prediction results, i.e., content caching, is also
evaluated. Lessons learned and future work are also discussed. Investigation from such a large-scale bus WiFi
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network unveils the unique patterns of bus WiFi service and user behavior, which can benefit fellow researchers
and commercial mobile WiFi operators.
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